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Keynote speaker stirs discussion
CarolineSwart
Staffreporter
A controversial topic stirred up discussionsMonday as keynote speaker Dr. Jodi O'Brien challenged the

2003freshmanclass to openlydebatethe topic ofsexuality at thePresident's Convocation for New Students.
O'Brien, Associate Professor of Sociology and
Chairofthe Department of Society, Justiceand Culture,
helped open AcademicDay forfreshmen withherinformational talk entitled,"Silenceis Costly: Educationas a
Tool for Sexual Awareness, Responsibility and
Personhood."
O'Brien's topic stirred controversy within the faculty of Seattle University, but organizers felt the issue
was tooimportant to ignore.
"It was like throwing us in the deep end and expecting us to swim. It was enlightening," saidfreshman
DJ. Weidner.
O'Brien probed an American fear to talk openly
about sex, pointing to a common belief among anthropologists that Americans have a sexually negative culture. Thismay seem strange to a country that thrives on
sexual images in the media, she pointed out; from the
looksof it, Americais a society obsessed with sexuality.
O'Brienexplained, however,that there is still an overwhelmingfeeling of shame and embarrassment associated with the topic of sexuality in America
O'Brienaskedstudents tothinkabout thefirst time
they became aware of sexuality. Inher experience, most
students recall becoming aware of sex aroundtheageof
8. Whether it was a parental hand over the eyes during
thelove scene in a movie,or the over-reactionof a father
tryingtohosedown acouple ofmating dogs,reactionsto
sex in front of youngkids fosters feelings of mystery,
intrigue, andshame.
O'Briencreditsmuchofthissexualrepression toa
cultural environment,as well as the"sexualstories"and
"sexual scripts" thatdefine who people are in American
society and whythey feel the way they doabout sex.
O'Brian emphasized the importance of students
continuallythinkingcritically abouttheirculture's sexual
stories and scripts
Genderrolesare particularly important totakenote

.

Kan Liang, professor of history and Annie James, a pre-medicine major, chat during a
break at the Academnic Convocation.
of. Youngwomenareoftenportrayedby themedia tobe
"I liked how she was talking about different culdesire-less,girl-next-door types, whosepurpose is tomake tures but she should have been more in-depth and spethemselves beautiful for young men, according to cific about sexuality in theculturesshe was talkingabout,"

commented freshman IrisQuimby.
"Thediscussion wehadafterwards mademe think
about thekindofeducationwe're going to getat Seattle
University. It won'tbe the one we might have thought,
and it will definitely push usout of our comfort zones.,"
Quimby said.
ThoughQuimby took thetalk as an indicator of an
open-minded atmosphere she hopes to find in classes,
otherfreshmen thought thetalkhad more social impact.
"I thoughtthe topic ofsexual justice was surprising
good,"
culture.
but
saidJenWillden.
was "too
debate we had afterwards was the first reagreed
Students
thatwhileO'Brien'stalk
"The
'
long,' thecontent ofhertalk certainly diditsjobof spark- freshingbreak of college life. We realized, hey, we can
inglively debateafterwards.
talk about sex here," Willden said.
O'Brien.
Youngmen,however,arecontinually toldthat "you
have tobe masculine,andthat tobemasculine youmust
have sex,"says O'Brien.It's alwaysimportant tounderstand,she explained, isthat not everybody is playinginto
the stereotype.
O'Brienunderstandsthatopendiscussionsmay not
lead touniform decisionsaboutwhatis "right"and what
is "wrong," but she'scertain thateducation willhelp get
ridofthefear,ignorance,andsilencebuiltintoour sexual

S.U. welcomes record number of students
college freshmen. Monday had stu- here, both in and out of the classdents back to the orientation grind, room," she said.
It's not just freshmen who are the
beginning withthe Academic Day and
for
new
faces
in SeattleUniversity classopens
University
Seattle
its President'sConvocation New Sturooms, transferand graduate students
doors to a new year of educationthis dents.
week, part ofthat educationis learnAccording to Laurie Prince, Di- make up nearly 60 percent ofthenew
ing about the campus and the sur- rector ofNew Student Programs, the students on campus.
transition from high school to college
According to Fr. Stephen Sundrounding community.
New student orientation is a is perhaps thebiggest change students borg, S.J., Seattle University President, this is a record year for attenflurry of activities, seminarsandmov- have faced in their lives.
ing in that began Sept. 19 andcontin"Orientation is important be- dance. There is a capacity freshman
ued until Wednesday when most cause it eases that transition; helping class of 675 students which is the toclasses began.
studentsunderstandthe academic en- tal number of students the Seattle
First year studentsmoved-inand vironment, learn about available re- University can accommodate while
checked out the facilities with their sources and make new friends in a providing them with the core curricufamilies. Throughout the weekend supportive and fun atmosphere," lum and facilities that they need.
"Additionally, we have a larger
they were provided with activitiesand Princeadded.
service projects to help them get ac"The entire university works to thanusualnumber oftransfer students
climated to their new beginnings as make sure students are successful coming into Seattle University,"
Kyle Ford
Managing editor

Sundborg added.
About 400 transfer students are
currently enrolled and that number
will grow to about 550 throughout the
course of the year. Thenthere are 300
new law students and400 new graduate students increasing the number of
new faces appearing at Seattle University.
The new student population is
nearly a quarter of the total population according to Sundborg, who appeared very excitedabout the amount
of activity the increase in student
population will bring to campus.
"Ithink SeattleUniversity every
year hasbeen growing in terms ofthe
degree to whichit is an activekind of
campus," said Sundborg.
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Mandatory health insurance an isssue at SU
completed form, along with a copy ofthe student's
insurance card, needs to be submitted to the SU
Health Center by October 1
Starting this fall, all full-time undergraduates
Students whomiss theOctober 1 deadline will
$393
will automatically be billed
for health insur- automatically be stuck with the bill and the insurance. Students starting the plan during winter quar- ance plan, even if they already havetheir own covter will be charged $262 and $ 131 if the plan were erage.
to start in the spring.
Student Krista Fink and her parents received
"It was an inconvenience another form to notice of the bill during the summer.
out,"
fill
Katie Olson, sophomore, said. "It's crazy
"We saw the bill and wondered why it was
that they justput it on your bill."
even there," Wanda Peters, Fink's mother, said.
only
Beforethis school year,
the international "She already had insurance."
studentsandstudents in thehealthscience programs
As a new student, Fink didn't know what to
(i.e. Nursing and Ultrasound) wereO required to do or where to turn.
havemedical insuranceprovidedby theiracademic
"My dad kept bugging me to find out about
programs.
it, but when Iwent to the online site, Ididn't know
Director of Student HealthCenter, Maura O' how to check it. I
had no idea where Iwas supConnor,MS, ARNP, stated that a recent article in pose to go," Fink said.
theNew York Times claimed that 25 percent of all
Fink was not alone. Not only was the policy a
public colleges and 90 percent of all private col- surprise to new students,but it was also the case
leges now require that students have healthinsur- for returning students.
Although many may view it as an "inconveance as a condition of enrollment.
Although all undergraduates at SU are re- nience,"the SU administrationdidn't automatically
quired to have medical insurance that provides billallundergraduates just forthe funofit. Rather,
coveragein Washington State,it doesn't necessar- it was a way to provide students with healthinsurily have to be the one provided by the school.
ance options.
"The SU administration decided to go with a
"This insurance program will ensure that all
mandatory 'tight waiver'program. .under thispro- students have access to quality, affordable medigram, the insurance company requires all students cal care," O'Connorsaid. "If studentsshould need
to submit a waiver and proof ofinsurance before medical care, they can obtain the necessary treatthey can opt out," O'Connor said.
ment without weighing its cost versus a comproUndergraduates covered by their own insur- mise to their health needs and/or educational
ance and who decide to opt out can findthe health goals."
According to O'Connor, the number of stuinsurance waiver on the SU website
(www.seattleu.eduVunder "printable forms." The dents using one of SU's insurance plans has in-

Julie Valdez
Staff Reporter

.

...

.

SU provides four different
plans ofhealth insurance:

"
"
"
"

Undergraduate
Graduate
Law School
International Student

The details of eachindividual
plan are available at the Student
Health Center, locatedin
Bellarmine Hall.

Please read over each plan
carefully for eligibility, price and
coverage.
Seattle University's insurance
carrier, Summit America, can be

contacted at:

Summit America Insurance
Services,L.C.
5001 College Boulevard,Suite 216
Leawood, KS 66211
(800) 955-1991
<www.summitamerica-ins.corn/

.

index.html>

Services provided at Seattle
University's StudentHealth
Center:
Primary Care
General physicals*
Women's annual exams
(pap smears)*
Diagnosis and treatmentof
acute illnesses (colds, flu,

"
"
"

"

headaches)

Management of chronic

creased over the past few years because individuals have become more aware ofthe rising costs of
health care.

Theinsurance automatically offered to all fulltime undergraduates is an injury and illness plan.
The annual fee covers services such as general
physicals,pap smears, treatment ofskinproblems,
allergy shots and immunizations, etc.
Consultation for medical problems isprovided
at no charge, whereas a minimal fee is charged for
many preventive services.
"The plan covers maximum benefits to
$10,000 and has an additional buy up to $50,000
for an additional $270/year," O'Connor said.
Although the injury and illness plan covers
injuries from sprained ankles to hospitalization, and
illnesses ranging from the common cold to pneumonia, there are still limits to what SU's health
center can provide.
"Students needing a medical specialist or experiencing catastrophic illness or injury must obtainand pay for theseservices outside the Student
Health Center. Thehealth center staff will assist
[students] inobtaining appropriate referrals to specialists for services that cannot be provided in the
clinic," O'Connor stated.
The health center staff consists of two medical assistants(MA) and tworegistered nurse practitioners (ARNP), including O'Connor.
The two ARNPs are trained in basic life support and advanced cardiac life support and they
are both board certified in family practice.
For additional information,please contactthe
Student Health Center,located in Bellarmine Hall,
at (206) 296-6300.

tests)*
medical problems (diabetes,
high blood pressure, ulcers, Special Services
arthritis)
Consultations
Treatment of injuries (cuts,
Referrals to physician
sprains, splinters, sports
specialists, dentists, and
injuries)
community health
Treatment of skin problems
agencies
(acne, warts*, fungal
Wellness information
infections)
including individual and
STD and Pregnancy
group consultation
Testing*
Self-help materials
Medication management for
depression
Various fees apply to services
Immunizations*
labeled with an asterisk (*).
Allergy shots (students
Students must pay for these
provide serum)*
service with eithercash or check
Eating Disorder
at the time of their visit.
Management
Information obtainedfrom
Laboratory services (blood
www.seattleu.edu.

"
"

"
"

Looking for some action?
Become a sports writer for
The Spectator !!!
E-mail Erica Terence terence@seattleu.edu
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Student Center Pavilion opens doors
Amy Daybert
News Editor

side of the campus and work more
closely with one another," Pederson
said.

Nine months of construction
and three million dollars later, the
new Student Center Pavilion (SCP)
is open to assist enrolled students,

faculty, staff and alumni.
A student who utilizesthe SCP
has the ability, among others, to meet
with a potential employer, discover
volunteer opportunities, receive free
counseling, watchinternational television channels,and mail a package
home without leaving the building.
"It makes sense to have all of
the student offices close to the StudentCenter. We felt we were hidden
[in the old location] and now we're
in plain view. We have already noticed an increase in student appoint-

ments," said Helen Laßouy, director of theCareer Development Center.

Original plans includedmaking
thePavilion larger,moving thebookstore, including a game room, and
building a related facade to connect
the SCP directly to the StudentCenter. These plans were compromised
due to budget cuts. However, staff
in the Facilities Administration,such
as Associate Vice President Jerome
Pederson and Director Joe Connor,
are pleased with the accessibility of
the five offices located on the first
floor of the SCP.
"ThePavilion consolidates the
student life functions to one area.
The departments are close enough
together to capture the energy on that

Individually, the offices offer a
range of different opportunities and
services. The Center for Student Involvement consistsoffour programs:
Leadership Development, New StudentPrograms, Service-Learning and
Student Activities.
Advising for student organizations, volunteer opportunities on and
off campus, and leadership conferences and workshops are some available services.
If the familiar decor, resembling
that of the Student Center, does not
entice a group of students to meet in
the SCP lobby, the lounge in the International Student Center might. All
students can become acquainted with
the international services and participate in the Crossroads Cafe" which
hosts game, language, music or poetry events every Tuesday night.
Otheroffices are trying to appeal
to students on a more individual basis. The Counseling Center and Career Development Center each provide useful resources affiliated with
their office. The Counseling Center
is offering the same professionalhelp
as in previous years from its new lo-

their own office in order to discover
more about off campus housing,meal
plans,special campus events, and the
five collegium spaces located oncampus.

Perhaps the most evolving office, the Center for Commuter Services, also hosted welcoming events
for graduate students and non-traditional students 25 years and older.
"Now withthis new space, commuter servicesbecomes an entity. The
studentstaff serves as a resource and
helps make connections. It's really
about forming community. We want
cation.
commuter students to have support
The Career Development Cen- for their academic journey," Diane
ter is willing to assist with the forma- Schmitz, director of Commuter Stution of a resume, connect the student dent Services, said.
with information about majors, imA look around the Student Cenprove interview skills, or research ter Pavilion would not be complete
career options.
without heading downstairs.
Commuter students also have SUperCopy is serving as Seattle

University's copy and mail center.
Services include binding, copying,
lamination, mailing services and
supplies. Reprographic Services is
also houseddownstairs and will continue to offer theircopying services.
Pederson readily admitted that
some projected plans for the newest
building on campus never materialized but added that the parts which
did willbe a valuableaddition to the
SU community.
Old buildings such as the
McGoldrick Center and the blue
house that once was the home of the
International Student Center have
been, or will soon be, demolished.

While theseconstructed foundations
of SU served offices and students in
the past, the combinationof the Student Center and the Student Center
Pavilion will continue to serve the
SU community.

Sexual justice proves a timely topic
Freshman students introduced early to controversial subject
Marissa Cruz
A&EEditor
Sex. Certainly, it is one of the most controversial subjects in our society. Our parents
try to shelter us from it as long as possible,
our teachers and mentors shy away from educating us about it until it is absolutely necessary. Everyone is doing it; we see it everywhere around us, why is it such a taboo?
It seems that on the Seattle University
campus, sex being taboo was no exception
until now. Toward the end of last school year,
the University Faculty and Staff had to begin
planning for the incoming freshmen class'
New Student Orientation.
For the Academic Day, Associate Provost
SusanSeeker asked Dr. Mara Adelman, an Associate Professor in the Communication Department, to coordinate the presentation that
would be given for the Academic Convocation.
Dr. Adelman decided that it was time to
bring the sensitive topic of sexual justice to
SU students.

—

"I thought about sexual justice for two
reasons. One is that Ithink that it's a very
timely topic, it raises a lot of issues that are
out there...[and also] what Ireally thought
about it was, 'Do you have any idea how many
faculty here at Seattle U. do work on sexual
justice? It's phenomenal...' and Isaid, 'we
need to showcase the intellectual life and we
need to showcase our faculty more,'
Adelman explained.
Adelman originally asked Dr. Gary
Atkins, Associate Professor of Communication/Journalism,and Dr. Jodi O'Brien, Chair
and Associate Professor of Society Justice and
Culture, to speak for the keynote, but Atkins
and Adelman decided to postpone his lecture
for a later date in a specialized salon-stylediscussion.
Unfortunately for Adelman, not all of the
faculty and staff members wereas excited and
enthusiastic about the idea of talking about
sex on the freshmen class' first academic day
of the year. Many faculty members felt that
the topic might be too heavy, and too intimidating for the incoming class of 2007.

Dr. Bradley Scharf, Chair of the Political
Science Department, was among those who felt
some reservation toward the subject.
"The first messages we received via email had a very strong focus on sexual
identity...[and] Iwondered a little bit about
how students would react to that on their first
day here. Partly because there would be a number of people who might be gay or lesbian students who wouldn't be really comfortable in
that environment the first day, and there might
have been some others uncertain about their
sexual identity. So my concern was that we
should probably create more of a supportive
context [for them]," Scharf said.
After the presentation was given, there
seemed to be a positive response from students
and from faculty members, as well.
"As it was, Ithought [the] presentation
was wonderful. It was very different from the
original plans, and it was about our sort of cultural schizophrenia over sexuality. I thought
it was very well done, and Iam very pleased
with what Jodi O'Brien did with that," Scharf
said.
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Kate White

Staffreporter
Asstudentslook around campus
this first week of school there are
more than a few signs assuring them
thatit is, in fact, a new year at Seattle
University. Along with a new Student Pavilion, new faces, and a much
complained about new health insurance requirement, is an addition to the
Seattle University community that is
often overlooked.
This year, Seattle University
welcomes27 new tenure track faculty.
From Science to Asian Studies, MechanicalEngineering to Mathematics,
the university has added new faces
and new ideas to most ofits departments.

Dr. Sonora Jha-Nambiar is one
Seattle University's new additions.
Like the rest of the new faculty and
students on campus this year,there is
a story to how she got here. A journalist,mother, researcherandprofessor, Dr. Jha-Nambiar definitely has
herhands full. Her background and
accomplishments suggest sheis up for
the task.

As a member of the Communication Department, Dr. Jha-Nambiar
willbe teaching "Media, Society, and
the Individual,""Media Writing," and
a course titled "Reporting International Affairs," one which she believes hasbecome more significant in
a post-9/11 world.
Dr.Jha-Nambiar began her journalistic career in her hometown
Mumbai, India. From there she
moved toBangalore, India,reporting
on crime, politics, and public affairs

for the largest English-language daily
in India, The Times ofIndia.
"1 was growingincreasingly uncomfortable about being an 'urban'
reporter in a country that had serious
issues of rural poverty," she explained. "So, for a year and a half, 1
moved out ofmainstream news-writing to edit a journal on social development issues for a development
funding agency called Actionaid."
It was during that time that Professor Jha-Nambiar traveled through
Indian villages, living in them and experiencing the issues ofpoverty firsthand. For both alternative and national mainstream newspapers, she
reported these real accounts of poverty and wroteabout issues that were
real to her.

After reporting for a state-controlled press in Singapore, Dr. JhaNambiar began to have questions
about the real meaning of journalistic freedom. Her questionsprompted
her to pursue a Ph.D. in Media and
Politics at Louisiana State.
"1 did get answers to some of
those questions Ihad but Ialso came
up with a bunch of new questions"

she said. "I realized then that academic research would help me answer
some of them, anddecided to become
a scholar for life. In the last year of
my program, Itaught a course in
Media Writing, and was completely
unprepared for the possibility that I
would absolutely love teaching."
It was the term "reflectivepractitioner," used in the university's job
description, that drew Dr. JhaNambiar to Seattle University.
"I was looking for an institution
where Iwould be comfortable raising
questions of equity and social responsibility in general, andoftherole of the
media in giving voice to alternative,
marginalized opinions, in particular,"
said Dr. Jha-Nambiar in regard to her
interest inSeattle University.
JeffPhilpott, DeanofCommunication,describes the interview process at Seattle University as both a
thorough and collaborative process.
Potential new faculty are invited to
campus and interviewed by the faculty ofthe department they are applying for, students, the Dean andAssociate Dean, and the
Associate Provost.
"All of us have
to agree before an offer is extended,"said
Dr. Philpott. "In
Sonara's case, the
opinions were unani-

ways pleases me," she said.
"Also, there was a small
group ofstudents whochatted with
me over lunch. They asked me
questions that were tougher than
those at my interview at thedepart—
ment everything from how I
would work with non-traditional
students to whetherIhad lookedat
The Stranger yet. Icouldtellthese
students were not there for just the
free pizza."
Being one of the many new
additions at SeattleUniversity, students can be assured that, like Dr.
Jha-Nambiar, new faculty bring
their own stories to contribute to

Sonora Jha-Nambiar.

Photo by Kyle Ford

pression of the caliber of individuals
on campus.

"Itaught a segment ofa class and
was impressed by the levelofdiscussion. There was one student who
threw out an opinion starkly opposed
to what Iwas suggesting, and thatal-

the university's community.
"I feel very fortunate about
drawing 'personal' satisfaction
from my profession. Ireally don't
know where one begins andthe other
ends," Professor Jha-Nambiar explained. "Which is not to say that I
am a nutty workaholic. Just that Iam
lucky to be doing what Ilove. Learning, teaching,researchingand, hopefully, contributing."

Cash for Books!

—

mous

we

a11

thought that she was
a great fit for theposition."
Dean Philpott

foresees the development of an even
stronger journalism
program at Seattle
University in the
coming year as a result of Dr. JhaNambiar's addition to
the department.
"Sonora sees
journalism as a way
for students to make
a difference in the
world, and that fits
perfectly with both
our department mission
and
the
university's emphasis
on preparation for
service and leadership," said Dr.
Philpott.
Herbelief in the
university's mission
is not the only thing
thatattracted Dr. JhaNambiar to Seattle
University. Last
spring, duringher oncampus interview,
she was introduced to
a handful of students
and got a general im-

Everyday!
Year Round Book Buy Back!

-

Everyday All Day!

Sell your textbooks for cash every
business day. No waiting for finals week,
no hassles. Save up to 62% when buying
and selling Used Books.

Seattle University
Bookstore
1108 E. Columbia
Seattle, WA 98012
(206)296-5820
www.seattleubookstore.com
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President shares thoughts on college life
that quality, the teachingquality of
our folks," Sundborg added.
Sundborg has two desires for
new students coming to Seattle
University. First that they get the
full Seattle University educational
experience and second that they
use their education in the service
of others.
"My hope is that studentsactively participate in the full educational experience ofSeattleUniversity," said Sundborg.
Sundborg explained that
there are many opportunities for
students to take advantage ofduring their time at SeattleUniversity.
Students can get involved in fo-

Kyle Ford
ManagingEditor

The beginning of the
school year is a hectic time for
everyone on campus, various
meetings, orientations and retreats keep students and faculty
very busy.
Fortunately, Seattle University President, Fr. Stephen
Sundborg,S.J. spared a littletime
to talk about what makes Seattle
University special and whathe'd
like to see students accomplish
during their time here.
First and foremost on
Sundborg's long list of great
things aboutSeattle University
is the student body.
"My line is 'It's the stu- Fr. Sundborg delivershis talk with passionon academic day.
dents who make Seattle University what it is,'" said Sundborg. "It's the kind rience tends to be a student interested in the arts or
of student who chooses Seattle University that's culture."
the most important determinant of what Seattle
Next on Sundborg's list ofgreat things about
University's really like."
Seattle University is the faculty. This is the first
Thekind ofstudent whochooses SeattleUni- time Seattle University has been listed in the
versity is a culturally diverse person. SeattleUni- PrincetonReviews Best Colleges book. Previously
versity is the most racially diverse four-year uni- there was a book called "The Best 345 Colleges"
versity in the state of Washington, according to but the Princeton Review expanded their list by
Sundborg. Many students choose Seattle Univer- six universities andofthehundredsofapplications
sity because they know their future lives will be in Seattle University was chosen.
a very multicultural society they're looking forIn this book are sections called "Students
ward to the kind of education a university that is Speak Out" and the most common comments are
highly diverse will offer.
those that reflect the great diversity ofthecampus
university
because of and the high quality ofthe professors.
People also choosethis
its location in Seattle.
Sundborg proudly points out that students
university
"We're a
that people are choosing ranked Seattle University fifth out of 351 colleges
because it's urban," said Sundborg."You'll find in when asked"Are your instructors good teachers?"
our faculty that they likethe SeattleUniversity kind
"I think that really is our strength, so on the
ofstudent. Studentsopen to a kind ofbigger world, academic day when Ipresent the teachers to the
a student who wants a metropolitan kind of expe- students, to make that connection,I'll be stressing

rums, lectures, activities,
intramurals, retreats, clubs and

leadership and service opportuniPhoto by KyleFord

ties to name a few.

Thesecondisthathaving a college education is a privilege, Sundborg explained.
"Only one percent ofthe world population has a college education, so it has to be for the other 99 percent, it has to be an education for justice."
Sundborgalsohas goals for himselfthis year.
He plans on leadinganew capital campaign to raise
resources to make the university the school "we
now know it can be," said Sundborg. "SeattleUniversity is taking anew sense of pride in itselfand a
new awareness ofitsexcellence as a university and
had a needfor new resources for scholarship moniesfor students, for investment inprofessors ornew
facilities."

He said hismain goal as president oftheuniversity is to shape that campaignbut he hopes that
he will continue to have as much contact with the
student body as possible.
"I thrive on being able to be in contact with
the students,itswhat most gives me energyas president," said Sundborg.

Summer programs focus on future generations
Megan Lee
Reporter

During the summer months, Seattle University hosted a variety of
youth outreach programs aimed at
helping participants succeed in precollegeperformance and ultimately in
higher education pursuits.
"Inmy seven years, this was an
extraordinary year for SU. We
stepped up to be a place for young
people; especially minorities. We
wentout of our way to make thatpossible,"Fr. Steven Sundborg,S.J., said.
"Ihave seen students who came
here with these groups and thenlater
came back to attend and graduate
from SU," Kathy Ybarra, assistant to
the president, said. "We want tobring
young people here, some first generation college students,local kids who
otherwise might not visit theSU campus."
Seattle University hosted Upward Bound, the YMCA University's

YULearn program, the Seattle Metropolitan Urban League,the National
YouthSports Program(NYSP),Summer Splash and various mentoring
type sessions aimed at prospective
students.
TheYMCA'sYULearnprogram
has been around for three years, but
this was the pilot yearat SU. Theprogram emphasizes leadership, educa-

"We want to bring
young people here,
somefirst

generation college
students, local kids
who otherwise
might not visit the
SU campus/
-KATHY YBARRA

tion and adventure to sixth and seventh grade students who would not
advance to the next grade withouttaking these classes.
The Summer Children'sUniversity also piloted a program at SUover
summer, designed for children inkindergarten througheighthgrade.
Coordinated by the SeattleMetropolitan Urban League, the program
focused on math, literature, journalism, environment and life skill studies, as well as Sign Language, fine
arts, music history and theater.
The NYSP, a national program
whichhasbeenbringing groups to the
SU campus for a few years, uses its
resources to give children of low-income families some positive memories and useful skills. The program
gives younger students a first-hand
look at the resources of a university
andpersonal contact withinstitutional
and community leaders. The NYSP,
located in the Connolly Center, focuses on sports but teaches children
that fundamentals oflife are more im-

portant than any game.
"We use this experience to show
the kids college is an opportunity in

their lives. We lure them in through
sports and show them the available

opportunities."
NYSP targets local, lower-income neighborhoods, in what Codd
calls the "Enterprise Zone" and includeRainer Valley, the CentralDistrict and the High Point District. The
program works in elementary and
middle schools, with teachers and
family support workers, to inspire studentsand let them know their options.
Summer Splash is a four-week
program, offered through SU, for girls
entering eighth grade in the fall. The
program was originally started with
a grant from the National Science
Foundation. Participants in the program learn to use their knowledgeand
skill to serve the community, learn
about career opportunities, develop
trust and friendship, and become a
part of a local network and worldwide
community.
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Interim athletic director takes care of business
sity, butleft theposition to be Dr.Hank
Durand's Assistant VicePresident.
"Nancy knowshow things run in
the athletics department and is also in
touch with the campus which is valuable to athletics.She is a natural fit for
this position," saidPaula Montgomery,
headcoachofthe women's cross coun-

Angelina Sanelli
Sports Editor
As theschool yearended last year,
so didTodd Shilperoort'sjob as the ath-

letic directorofSeattle University. The
department has not yet started looking
for a new athletic director.
"When the vacancy at SU occurred in mid-May, wefeltthat the most
sought-afterpeople wouldhave already
found other positions and that our applicant pool would be weak. So we
purposefully decided to wait until the
next calendar year to begin our search,"
interim Athletic Director, Dr. Nancy
Gerou said.
The department will begin their
search in December by advertising the
position in places liketheChroniclefor
Higher Education, NCAA News,
NCAA websiteand local papers.
Theprocess to fill this position is
long, but the athletic departmenthopes
to have a new person in place by July
1,2004.

As interim Athletic Director,
NancyGerouhastakenover therespon-

try team.

Nancy Gerou

Gerouis still taking care of some
ofher duties as Associate Vice President
of Student Development by providing
adviceanddealing withthe budgetfor the
student development division.
As interim athletic director, Dr.
Gerouis responsible for supervisingthe
coaches, athletic trainers, sports information director, the associate director
forrecreational sports, and determining
and implementing the vision, mission
and goals ofthe department.
"It is nice to have Nancy here in
the athletics department. She is a veteran and helpskeep allofus on track,"
said Peter Fewing, head coach of the

sibilities thattheformer AthleticDirector, Todd Shilperoort, has left herwith.
This is only a job that she has taken on
for one year, butbecause itis a bigjob,
shehas had toput her other position as men's soccer team.
Associate Vice President for Student
Dr.Gerouserved as athleticdirecDevelopment on theback burner.

tor from 1987-1993 at Seattle Univer-

Gerou served again as athletic director again in 1997-2000before Todd
Shilperoort was hired.
The athletics department is looking for more than someone to fill the
position.
"Weneedto hire someone thatcan
raise fundsforthe department for things
such as facility upgrades andhiringpart
time coaches on as full time coaches.
Butalso someone who is firedup to be
at SU and understands the Jesuit mission and can relate that to athletics,"
Fewing said.
The athletic director at SU must
have at least a master's degree, five
years of experience as an athletics director, (preferably at the NCAA Division IIlevel) and at least ten years of
experience in athletics.
Geroudidn't thinkthetransitional
position affects theathletics department.
"Any uncertainty probably has
more to do with our direction as a department, what our ultimate goals are

andhow weare going tobeable topromote recreational sports equally as
much as athletics,"Gerou said.
"It is good that theyare takingthe
time to do a national search and find
someone who is best qualified for the
position," said Montgomery
The athletic programs at SU are
suffering from a lack of funds according to Gerou.
Whomever takes over the positon
will be responsible for fundraising for
upgrades in the department.
Gerou describedthe fundingproblem as ongoing. A lot ofit stems from
the fact that SU athletics are now in
Division II which requires teams to
travel and spend more.
But SU is not the only schoolsuffering this lack of funding. According
to Gerou, SU only ranksabout sth5 th or 6 th
in all of Division II athletics when in
comes to funding problems.
Gerou believes that SU athletics
are headed in the right direction nonetheless.
"As Seattle University moves

through its strategic plan towardexcellence, so shall the athletics program.
Within 5 years (or at least 10 years),
Seattle University athletics will be the
most respected program in our conferenceas we willbe competitive and conferencecontendersin allof our sports,"

in regards to status in the conference, Gerou predicted.

Soccer, volleyball, cross-country off to good start
Sewell is also a senior and one of the team's three
captains. Sewellhas posted a 1.56 goalsagainst average this year and two shutouts.
MEN'S SOCCER
TheRedhawks next game isOctober 1 at CalLast season theRedhawks finished at 11-6-2 in StateUniversity-Bakersfield. The teamreturns home
their first seasonas anofficial NCAADivisionIIpro- Oct. 11 against rival SeattlePacific University.
gram, missing theplayoffs. Thepreseason victory over
WOMEN"S SOCCER
the Huskies was SU's first win over UW in seven
Junior midfielder, Tafara Pulse, is the returnyears, over a team that came in ranked No. 23 in ing GNAC Player of the Year and the 2001 FreshNCAA's Division Iwhile SU was unranked inDivi- man of the Year who leads the team in scoring. Sesion 11, as well as over a teamthat held a 36-6-4 lead nior JordanBieler is second on the team with four
in the all-time series. TheRedhawks have gone 4-2 goals and two assists, while junior AndreaGutierrez
in the regular season.
has four goals.
BobbieMcAlister is one ofthe keyplayers, curTheRedhawks came into this season having to
rently second on the team in scoring with four goals replace seniors Nichole Sauvageau, DeeDee
and one assist. The team's leading scorer is senior Martiniello and Jennifer Lichtenberger. Sauvageau
forward lan Chursky, another player coming back was SU'sall-time leader in goals scored, a four-time
from a string ofhealth problems. Chursky, who has all-conference player former GNAC Player of the
five goals in 2003, missed all oflast year and most of Year.
the 2001 and 2002 seasons with various injuries and
Onthedefensive side,senior goalkeeper Emily
ailments. The third member of SU's front line is Schifferling is injured and is expected to return in
sophomore Alex Chursky,lans youngerbrother, who late September-early October. But in her absence,
has two goals and one assist this season after finish- juniorKelly Stewart has given up a mere 0.55 goals
per game.
ing third on the team in scoring last year.
"We have some very talented players that give
Last year the Redhawks finished 11-7-1 and
us a strong offensive unit," SU head coach Pete were unsuccessful in trying to win their fourthGNAC
Fewingsaid.
title in a row. Despite the loss of three key seniors,
"If we stay healthy, we should have the ability SU headcoachJulieWoodwardhas brought in a talto score a lot of goals."
ented freshmenclassthatincludesmidfielder/forward
Fewing, whohas compiled a 178-1 15-25 record Kate Green, defender Ana Gutierrez, forward
in 16 years at SU, appears optimistic that this team Cassandra Smith, midfielder Julie Martiniello,
can make itback to the postseason.
midfielder AshliePruitt andforward RebeccaConte.
VOLLEYBALL
Most of that experience lies on the defensive
One year removed from the best season in the
sideofthe field. Four of SU's seven seniors play defense, although one'of them, Justin Miller, will miss program's five-year history (22-7), the Redhawks
this season with a broken leg. Goalkeeper Brandon have gotten out to a 7-3 start (3-0 GNAC) in 2003.
Austin Burton

OpinionEditor

On Tuesday, junior outside hitter Megan
Kaysinger wasnamedGNAC Co-Player oftheWeek.
Intwo victories last week, Kaysinger,returning from
an injury thathad kept her out for four games, had45
kills and 14 digs. That totalincluded a career-high 29
kills against Central Washington on Sept. 19.
Kaysinger isfourth on the team inkills with 68,
trailing senior Dori Christensen, junior Lizzy
Safranski and sophomore Sarah Sommerman Junior setter Erika Brunson leads SU with 483 assists
and32 aces. SophomoreMaggie Safranski is tops in
digs(207) and her sister,Lizzy, leads the team with
40 blocks.
CROSS-COUNTRY
Themen's and women's teams have competed
in three meets so far, the most recent being the National Catholic Invitational in South Bend, Ind., on
Sept. 18.
Freshman KristieRice finished 12th out of256
runners in the women's field at the NCI, earning
GNAC Co-Runnerof the Week honors. AmongDivision IIrunners at the meet, which also featured Division Irunners, Rice placed fifth after covering the
5-kilometer course in 19:01. Rice has been the top
SU runner in two ofthe team'sthree meets.
The men's and women's teams each finished
sixthoverall among D-II schools at the NCI, the men
in a fieldof 18 andthe women in a fieldof 22. Senior
Steve Manos was the top male finisher, placing 18th
in D-II and 53rd overall, covering the 8K course in
26:43.
Thewomen's team is ranked fourthin the West
Region ofthe AmericanCross Country Coaches AssociationPoll
Both teams willcompete in the Sundoger Invitational at Seattle'sLincolnPark this Saturday.

.
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Soccer player's career sidelined a year
started riding the stationary
bike and doing isometric exercises for my leg.
"I will start doing light
jogging next month and in
November Iwill be working
out at full strength. Iheal
pretty fast with surgeries. I
should come back with no
problems I'll just be really
excited to be playing again,"
Miller said.
Coach Fewing also
awaits his return.
"Justin is a terrific
player, we expect a full recovery," Fewing said. "Sometimes a year makes a stronger
player. Even though he's out,
he still comes to the games
and practices he wants to

Julie Valdez
Staff ßeporter
At age 5, "wild and crazy" JustinMiller was
signedup for soccer because hismother wanted to
find a way for him to productively release his energy.
Seventeen years later, Justin Miller is still
dedicated to the sport. Not even a broken leg has
stopped him from living out his dreams.
"For the first few weeks Iwas pretty disappointed because Iwanted to finish out my college
soccer career with Brandon Sewell and James
Vert,"Miller said. "But now Ilook at it as an issue
where 1can concentrate on getting stronger, faster
and more fit."
Last July, after making the regional team,
Miller and fellow teammate and team captain,
Brandon Sewell, were flown out to tryouts in Hous-

the national select team pool.
The tryouts consisted of four games. At the
start ofthe third game. Miller was about to take a
shot, but instead had his shin come into contact
with another player's foot.
"I walked around for a while, but when I
squatted down Iheard a snap and Irealized Ihad
injured something," Miller said.
Although bothmade it onto the national pool,
Miller came back with a broken right tibia. His
injury means no soccer until next year. No soccer
until next year means a new sweeper for the men's

...

ton for

team.

According to SoccerCoachPete Fewing,Team
Captain James Vert will be taking on the position.
"It'll be very hard shoes to fill- he's one of
best,"
the
Vert said. "I've never played the positionbefore we need him we miss him."
Although Vert is modest over the new position, Miller has no doubt that the team will suc-

...

...

ceed otherwise.

Thisseason, hebelieves that the team is stronger and the camaraderie is great.

...

see us win."

Not only does Miller
want to see his team succeed
this season, but he's also adamant about making sure that
other aspiring soccer players
follow through with their
skills.
"Practice, practice, pracJustin Miller
ticc. Just practicing twice a
"I predict that we will do very well this sea- week and a game on the weekend will not get you
sonas well as in the post season," Miller said. "All to your dreams," Miller said.
Ican do is support the team, rest and get healthy.
"I believe that ten years from now soccer will
I'll be back next year."
stillbe my number one priority. I
want to play pronot,
Injury or
hedoesn't let thatget in the way fessionally, but Ialso want to teach kids how to
play," Miller said.
ofhis career
Even thoughhe's majoring inbusiness,Miller
Although Miller won't be released to play
until December, hehas already jumpedback on to said he isn't looking to make any money from
teaching children,because it only gets in the way.
the road to recovery.
"All the players get a summer running sched"Soccer should be taught for fun, not for
ule that we must do. Now since I'm injured Ijust money," headded.

Seattle University men's basketball EEIBBDHAWKS
sports
KHn]
Europe
team improves game in
DuongTruong
Reporter

Don'tbe surprised ifSeattle
University's men's basketball team
appears more agile, determined and
much more competitive for the
comingseason. They are looking to
improve from last year's inspiring
16-win season.
After spendingtime this summer in Barcelona playing games
against European teams, the
Redhawks' have been given the
training andpractice they need tobe
prepared forthe upcoming season.
Joe Callero,head coachofthe
men's basketball team, believes that
the team will have an edge on the
other teams.
"No doubt that edge will wear
out once teams in the league start to
play more games," said coach
Callero.

Playing over seas was a unique
experience for everyone on the team

"It was the best experience I
had,
ever
and it helped inbringing
the team together," Ryan Webb, a
sophomore guard said.
Though it wasa great experience, playing in Europe was easyby
any means. The Europeans were
tougher, stronger and bigger. The
Redhawks' lost all four games that
were played, but considering that
they were playingagainst semiprofessionals, it was a commendable
feat.
"Four games played in Europe
are like ten practices in the gym,"
said Callero.
Hebelieves that the team will
faremuch better this year. Last year
was tough because they had to
endure numerous injuries. That did
not, however, seem to botherthe
Redhawks since they went 1 6-11,the
best recordMen'sBasketball have
attained in thelast eighteen years.
This showed that Seattle University
has a very capable coachingstaff and

exceptionally determined players.
"We are moving in the right
direction," statedCoach Callero.
The trip allowed the guys to
become better friends and even
better teammates. The team spent
seven days inBarcelona andthree
days inRome. This trip waseven
more unforgettable for the team
because not only did they get the
experience ofplayingsemi-pro
teams, but also were able to visit
amazing places such as the Vatican
and the Coliseum.
Stayinghealthy and not losing
keyplayers is whatCoach Callero
is striving for.
The ambitious head coachis
hoping for 18-20 winsthis coming
season and to make the playoffs.
The team must be consistent
in how they play, have a good start
to the season, and stay healthy for
them to have a good shot at the
playoffs and to remain a contender
in their division.
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Freshmen stand the test of independence
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Incoming freshmen
remain strong as
they handle
independence.

expand her academic elements into
her future extracurricular activities;
such as the humanities club and
various volunteer programs. She
plans on continuingher high school
academic successes and keep her
GPA above a 3.5, putting her on the
Dean's List.

Tiffany Small
Features editor

Solo Mission
Alone on a red-eye flight from
Anchorage to Seattle, Ciji Adams
thinks to herself, "1guess Ireally
am going to school."
As an incoming freshman, Ciji

basks in her independence; making
the trip entirely by herself and
moving in to the dorms without her
parents. She had done previous
travel with her volleyball team, but
this time she lacks the supervision
and support from anyone else.
With a major in nursing and an
interest in social work, Ciji plans to

The Commuter
Paul Greenwald from Bothell,
is not going to let living at home
hinderhis independence. Paul chose
to live at home because he currently
works at the YMCA where he is a
lifeguard and swimming instructor.
He plans on living in the dorms
during his sophomore year for the
experience. Paul is no stranger to
independence withhis previous
summer travels to Oakland, California for a baseball game.
"We had to figure everything
out onour own," he said with a
smile.

ences. Because neitherofher
parents went to college, she is proud
to be currently living out her goals

by attending Seattle University.
Trisha's independence is
shared by her roommatewho is a
close friend from home. They both
entered into thehousing lottery and
ended up together as roommates.
"We know how to work things
out," Trisha said with good hopes.

Family Idol

Ciji Adams

Trisha Morse, fromSalt Lake
City, received help from her parents
in the process of moving on campus. Her parents came with her to
drop off her belongings, get her
settled in, and then they were on
their way. Her parents didn't leave
her dismayed in her college experi-

Trisha Morse

Freshman pursues dance opportunities while at university without dance program
life. She is enthusiastic about everything from
Reporter
the diversity of Seattle to her new pink shower
shoes.
Having grown up in a small town,Alaina
Freshman Alaina Szlachta's reason for
said, "I'm ready for a change, Ineed a culture
choosing Seattle Universtiy is simple dance.
Dance at Seattle University?
shock!"
"Well," she clarifies, "Seattle for the dance
A/aina's goals for her first year of school
options, and Seattle University for a good
include a 4.0, voice lessons and crew. She
education to fall back on."
attributes much ofher discipline to dance and the
Pontiac,
Michigan,
in
Born
Alaina moved
strict practice hours it required ofher throughout
Whitefish,
with her mother to
Mont. The past six high school.
years ofAlaina's life has revolved around tap and
The influence ofthe sport has stretched to
jazz. She took college classes throughout high
many other aspects ofher life as well.
school and will graduate from college a year
"Dance has opened up a whole world of
early in order to joina dance company, whether
performing," says Alaina."It's taught me how to
it's a permanent career or not.
be in front of a crowd."
"I've had this dream for so long, Idon't
Alaina loves the performing aspect.
want to give it up for a job."
"It gives me an adrenalinerush when I
Alaina becomes animated when shedeknow Ihave an audience," she said. "It's the
scribes her anticipation for college and big city
best feeling to know I've done well and get a
Kate Opatz

standing ovation for it."
Alaina is realistic about her chances of
dancing for a living. She recalls an important
turning point during her junior year of high
school.
"I had just come home from practice after
being yelled at bymy dance teacher. Iwas

crying because Irealized that Iwouldn't be able
to dance full time with all my other interests. I
had to have other paths as well."
It is this outlook that brings Alaina to a four
year college. She also attributes her desire for an
education to her mother, who recently returned to
college.
"She taught me to do what Iwant,not what
other people are telling me to do," says Alaina.
School in Seattleis a result of this belief.
Alaina doesn't know anyone in the city, but this
doesn't faze her. She is excited to be in new and
diverse surroundings.

Word of
the Week

Sesquipe
dallian
1: Having many syllables:
2: Given to or characterized by the use of
long words
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College Experience Peaks at Summer Abroad
Caroline Swart
Reporter
"Paris was like a text," explained
Dr.Edwin Weihe, Chair ofthe English Department andDirector ofthe
Creative Writing Program, "it was
like a book that we needed to read."
Weihe, along with about 15
students,traveled to Paris this summer to participate in the study abroad
program, Americans in Paris: the
Rise ofModernism inParis. Since
1990, Weihehas taught a "classroomlimitedclass" in Paris, in which
students have spent their summer
touring museums, including the
homes of artists and writers, while
partakingin an intensive "walkstudy" class,designed to keep students exploring the sites ofParis
while learning about the contributing
factors ofModernism in Paris. The
course served as a five-credit interdisciplinary course for students of many
different studies.
Weihe's students spent most of
their timein independent study,
cherishing a deceivingly thinbooklet
called the Walkbook, which included
everything they needed toknow,
including a course outline,maps,
daily itineraries,assignments, personal guides to transportation and
where to find a decent toilet. Also in
the Walkbook, students found times

Theresa Leary and Max Weihe stop for a picture during the busy days of study and travel inParis.

for their class meetings, located in the
beautiful Luxembourg Gardens.
Students gathered in a circle under the
trees as they discussed assignments
andbooks such as Ernest
Hemingway's, TheSunAlso Rises, as
well as short stories written by F.
Scott Fitzgerald and D.H. Lawrence.
in addition to the 11 museums
visited in Paris, Weihe and his students also traveled to the Southof
France for one week, visiting about

eight museums in Nice,Aries, and
Antibes. In Nice and Antibes, the
students explored the art ofMatisse,
Chagall, and Picasso. In Aries, they
experienced the brilliance of Van
Gogh.
"In France,"explains Junior
Theresa Leary, "it is illegal to lecture

"Ireland is very beautiful,but very
complex."
Not only is the country physically enchanting, but it isalso very
poor. Citizens survive by using the
land to fish and farm; broken down
buildings and churches are commonplace. Most of the time, Weihe
explains, people see these things
in a museum unless you have a
However,
license to do so."
she says, when they visit foreign places, but do
not connect with them. By writing
because lecturing is crucial to the
learningprocess, sometimes Weihe
into the culture, students find a way to
stopped to comment to his students.
"pin things down."
moments,"
In fact, he says, "They get to
"One ofmy favorite
she shared, "was watchinga museum know the texture, structure, and
guard yelling at Dr. Weihe for lecturstories"ofthe places they visit,and
ing, and him wandering away as
can't wait to go back with their family
though hedidn't understand a word of and friends to show them what they
French!"
have come to know.
To make sense ofthe scenery,
"They become experts," Weihe
culture, and world around them,
says.
In Ireland, studentslearned from
students spent a great dealof time
—
writing. As Weihe explains it, every
the pros "Irish poets, novelists,
—
summer thousands of college students actors, playwrights, and musicians"
spend their summers in Paris writing who shared their knowledge of the
at cafes, in parks, on the Seine,
beauty and complexities oftheir
soaking in the experience, and most
home country. Usually in the workofall becoming intimate with the city. shop, students spend three days
"You need a way through which you studying from guest writers. Students
can pay attention," says Weihe.
and citizens gather together to listen
Writing, he insists,is the key to really to professionals express the way they
getting to know a place. Leary would connect to the intricacies of Ireland.
agree.
In fact, the program has become so
"None ofus knew the slightest
popular in the surrounding area that
thing about Paris,Nice, or Aries, but
the village has evolved a festival that
by the time we left each city, we felt
takes place around their stay.
confident about our surroundings,"
"Our facility becomes a kind of
she offered.
theatre for the whole village," Weihe
says.
"That's an incredible feeling."
Weihe, along with EnglishProfessor
While the workshop in Ireland
Daniel Doyle and poet Sam Green,
is not available to students every year,
decided to alsooffer a program this
the study abroad program in Paris is
summer entitled, Writers Workshop in an annual occurrence. Weihe highly
Ireland, for students interestedin
suggests taking part in some formof
learning about Irish culture, as well as planned tour, whichhe insists
"writing in place."
"teaches you to travel."
Since 1994, Weihe hastaken
Study abroad, he says, "is
typically 16-25 students to Southern
always a tranformative experience,
by
the
and for many students itmarks the
experience
country
Ireland to
it,
"writing into it." As he explains
high point of their university studies."
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Rocky scores decisive knockout at 5th Aye.
JAMILA JOHNSON

turnedit into the unforgettable cult

Staff reporter

movie starring Curry, Susan
Sarandon and Meatloaf a yearlater.
For the almost 30 years since, productions have been running across
thecountryand morphingeach show
into a unique experience through

Areyou looking to loseyour vir—
ginity that is, your Rocky Horror
Picture Show virginity? The slh5lh
Avenue Theatre is theplace todoit.
The cult classic that has
entertained,

offended and

awoken audiences for decades is shaking up Seattle
It is a classic story.Cleancutboy.BradMajors, wishes
to marry wholesome girl,
Janet Wise. Boyand girlget
strandedonadarkand dreary
night with a sweet transsexual transvestite from

nactically flawless
ast.

levision personalies, this productionof

locky HorrorPicture
ww leaves nothing
the imagination in a
illiant manner.
Doug Tompos,
aying Dr. Frank
frankfurter, struts like
queen and could
c ebatablyhavethebest
t lighsto grace a stage.
In a character that re-

bendingscience-fictionmusical spectacle brings out
sexual passion and desire,
toucheson human natureand
inhumane nature, chainsaw
murder, bisexuality

With a terrific

ix oflocalacting proessionals, Broadway
lent and even local

transsexual Transylvania.
Boy and girl end up singing
on stage in stilettos and undergarments. This gender-

and

draws laughterand shock.
So what's all this talk
about virginity? A Rocky
Horror virgin is someone
who has never been to the
show and doesn't know what to
expect.Rocky HorrorPicture Show
debuted on the stage, starring Tim
Curry, in 1974. An expected flop,
the show was able to capture the
hearts, minds and libidos of audience membersand soon it wasone
of the largest hits of its time.After
the unexpected success the stage
show, producers and writers, Richard O'Brien and Jim Sharman.

every corner ofthe theatre asexperienced RockyHorrorPictureShow
viewers screamed back at the actors. Luckily there were enough
people who knew the drill to drum
up some quirky quick quips.
DavidArmstrong, producingcreative director at sth
venue Theatre, has
nee again obtained a

quires the utmost attitude and sexual sting,

Tompos gave a peraudience participation.The person
in the seat to your left might be
dressed indrag while on your right
a middle-aged woman, who can be
expectedtobe aninvestment banker
byday,is screaming"slut"and waving a flashlight around.
Rocky HorrorPicture Show virginity seemed wide spread at the
opening night performance.
Shocked, but smiling, faces graced

formance that could
rival Tim Curry's.
Magenta,a characterthat has often been idolized by woman with
uncontrollable hair, was skillfully
revitalized. Lisa Estridge-Gray,
whoplaysMagentain this production,utilizedeveryinch of hermusical rangeand sultry body tocreate
a Magentathatis shockingandmore
sexual than the classic cult model.
Janet Wise, who starts the show
preparing to be Mrs. Brad Majors

yet finds sexual awakeningfirst, is a
grandcharacter. In aninterview in a
whilebackSarandonsaid takingthe
role of Wise wasa huge mistake for
her career, whichis a shame for the
hundreds of thousands of Rocky
Horror aficionados. But if the
masses want a new Janet Wise to
fantasize about LauraGriffith is it.
Her voice dwarfs Sarandon's performance in the movie and sizzles
on stage. As she belts out. "Touch
me, touch me, touch me. I want to
feel dirty," the audience gasps.
Broadway actor Nick Garrison,
hobbledon stagein therole of Riffraff, but had astonishing vocal
power.Columbia was played in a
charmingmannerbyBillie Wildrick,
andsangwithouttheclassicsqueak,
but with incredible control of the
expectedmannerisms of the role.
But the surprise performance of
the nightcame from noneother than
Evening Magazine's Jim Curley,
who oddly stole the show as the
narrator. Strangely seductive in

wispsof smokeunderthe spotlight,
Curley's charm and the audience's
reaction this local star doing "the
time warp" on stage was exceedingly entertaining.
For virgins attending the show a
bagofprops canbe purchasedin the
lobby for ten buck.The audience is
encouraged to dress up and males
who have always wantedto put on
the high heels and garter belts, this
is the place to do it. The more outrageous, the more fun this will be.

—

Yell and talk back to the actors
don't be shy. And never tell the
personnext toyou to pipedown:its
improperetiquette to ruin someone
else's fun.
The slh5 lh Avenue kicks its official
seasonoff next month with Flower
Drum Song, but I would seriously
recommend seeing this performance,whichcloses Sept. 28.Tickets can be obtained by calling(206)
292-ARTS and are only$20 is you
are under 25 ifpurchased inperson
on the day of the show.

Concert venues that rock the house
Graceland
Graceland, located on Eastlake
Aye. next to R.E.1.,

is the grit

minus the glam venue where the
hardcore, punk, and emo kids go
to rock out to their

fullest

poten-

tial.
With that said, people who attend shows here should be fully
preparedto be pushed aroundand
love it. but for those who don't,
Graceland'smusic spacefeatures
a raisedback area withbooth seating complete with tables and
standing area all above the main
floor.
The stage is smallerthan most
other venues inSeattle,but makes
up for it by featuring a harrowing
sound system with hangingspeakers, much like the set up of the
larger but still intimate Seattle
venue. The Showbox.
The main floor is big enough
for about 150 or so people and
stage diving is prevalent (as appropriate), contradictory to the
signs that are plastered about.
Luckily, for those people who
need their regularnicotine fixes,

prices in the'Tm-a-poor-college- erence.
student" spending range (generIf you enjoy participating in
ally ten to twelve dollars).
the new digital age and purchase
Bottomline:Gracelandis great your
tickets
online at
Ticketmaster,
indie/punk/emo
for the
revolution
the Paramount is
with its smaller more intimate equipped to scan online tickets
gritty live atmosphere, but if thatyouprint from your own comyou're looking for waxedfloors puter.
The security is reasonable; all
and cushion seats go someplace
they will do is shine a flashlight
else.
-Marissa Cruz andAdam at girls sitting on other people's
Wood shoulders and the sound system

Paramount
If yougo to a show for a bigger
that's receivingradio airplay
and is shown on MTV, chances
act

and crew knows what they are
doing.
Thisis a larger, professional venue and as
a consequenceyou will
only get the opportunity to see largerbands
at the Paramount.

are you'll see them at the Paramount Theater, located on Pine
-Greg Boudreau
Street in downtown.
Some of the acts thathave perTheShowbox
formed here in the past couple of
months include big names such
as: Nelly, Snoop Dogg and the
The Showbox,one of
several concert venues
Foo Fighters.
On the outside the Paramount in the Seattle downappears to be like any other the- town area, is a multiater, adorned with a lighted call purpose venue that
sign and show times sign.
serves as not only a
Inside, however,theinteriorde- stage for concerts, but
smoking is allowed inside the sign comparescloser to the Sistine also as a club,bar,and
building.However, ventilationis Chapel than another venue. The event venue.
not so greatat times and the space Paramount is beautifully decoThe Showbox, locan get rather stuffy, especially rated as a classical theater with catedon Ist Aye,just a
all the trimmings that are exempt hop, skip, and a jump
during high-energy sets.
The venue performers are pri- from newer venues.
away from the fruit and
If you go to a show here, make fish stands of Pike
marily punk and metal bands
which are usually signed with sure that you get floor or balcony Place Market, is also
■

smallerlabelswhichmakesticket

tickets, depending on your pref-

wheremany of the all-

ages shows in Seattle take place
Founded in 1939, TheShowbox

has witnessed themusical evolution and transformation of this
city, and has always catered well
to the general concertgoer.
When attending a show at

The

Showbox,be forewarnedthat un-

less you arrive extra early, you
will be waiting in a line that extends down Ist Aye. and around
the corner of the next block.
Although the waitcan be long
and cold, it might be worth it if

what you're looking for is a
chance to get upclose to the band.
Once inside, you will find that
almost everywhere in this venue
has got a good view of the stage.
The Showbox, though definitely
not the smallest venue in Seattle,
is just the right size: large enough
for many people,yet smallenough
for a personto move around fairly
easily and not lose sight of the
stage.

The crowd at The Showbox is
usually compiled with a wide
range of people at all-ages
shows. It can go from the
little middle-school girls
who wear more make-up
than all of my grandmothers combined, to the 21+
crowd lucky enough to get
out off the mess of youngsters and seek refugein the
closed-off bar section, to
the random parenthere and
there trying to blend in and
not embarrass thekids they
drove to the show.
Whatever the case, the

best advice for this venue
wouldbe to come early to
stand in line, and be preparedto be pushedaround a
If you score a spot anywhere but behind that one
freakishly tall guy, the view
will be wellworththe wait.
-Abigail Laxa

Arts and Entertainment
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Atmosphere provokes thought for concert-goers
The Spectator
Sept. 25, 2002

ERICA TERENCE

"I write songs for manic depressive girls. Iwrite songs for girls
who stab you in your sleep with
scissors."
Slug is just a punk from Minnesota. A punk whosehip-hop act, pro-

Micranots. Just so we can sing his periment, we'd be the ones who seriously enough. It's clear howpoetic lyrics back to him while he never learn from the electric shock, ever,that the hundreds of underage
Editor-in-chief
Expressions of self-realization
leads us to realization after realiza- the ones who turn the same way in heads who jammed into the
played across every face in the
tion of our flock-like mentality.
the maze every time.
Showbox to hear him mix his sliccrowdlike a childplunking around
"Misunderstood? Nah...I'mjust
It's hard to know whether Slug ing,angsty, self-deprecating lyrics
on a xylophone.There's no doubt
sick of the program," Slugsang.
takes himself and his underground with DJDibb'sbeatstake his music
that Slug's lyrics find every single duced by Ant, released another CD,
If the crowd were rats in an ex- hip-hop act too seriously, or not very seriously.
person in the roomand forces him Seven's Travels,September23 onan
So seriously, that after about an
orher to react.
Epitaph/Rhymesayerlabel.
hour of Slug's love-hate lyrics laHe, himself, can't even underBut Slug really gives women
menting on the very existence of
something to wrestle with.
females, hehas his wholebouncing
stand why so many people would
After ambivalent-at-best songs want to hearhim ona microphone,
crowdmoshing to RageAgainst the
about womenon Atmosphere's ear- so whydoes he get somuch respect
Machine'sbruisinganti-authoritarlier album, Lucy Ford, tracks like from hip-hoploverseverywhere?
ian"F**k You,Iwon't do whatyou
"F**k You Lucy" from their secBecause he makes his listeners
tell me" chorus.
ond album, GodLoves Ugly, con- think. And the wholetime he's up
"It's time to just let go of your
firm the fact that womenhave rea- there rapping, it's evident he's dopacifism for the moment," he dison to be just as confused about inga gooddealof thinkinghimself.
rected,as though his audience were
Slug as he is about them.
Slug writes brooding introspecon stage, insteadof him.
"I don't write songs for normal tive songs but skips the regular
"Ifyou aren t down, getoutof the
girls, Idon't write songs for you," rapper's self-centered superiority
way. Everyone else, show some
he enunciated, pointingto a girl in complex.
love. When people fall down, pick
the front row.
Onone hand,maybe it's just that
themup.Let's get some movement
his listeners feel lucky
in here. Let's get crazy,"he rapped
their love lives aren't as
out orders.
complexand frustratedas
Then he spouted over the mic to
Slug's.
a crowd of happy sweaty all-age
kids, "You do see the irony inall of
Or perhaps the power
't'

toarticulatethatcomplexity simply isn't instilled
in your average Atmosphere listener. Maybe
that'swhy wehandSlug a
mic, and pay him to keep
us from getting too corn-

you moshingaround toasongwhose
lyricsscream 'F**kyou!lwon'tdo
what you tell me!" when we told
you to mosh, don't you?"
Slug's self analysisemerges everywhereinhis lyrics couched in a
lot of bittersweet words about the

allure of women.
Maybe that's why we
waded through hours of
rhymes and a lengthy
lukewarm interlude by the

"If 1 stay around I'm bound to
break resistance. Fuck you Lucy,
for defining my existence," Slug
shouted in "GodLoves Ugly."

OAs entertain freshmen at annual Cabaret
ABIGAIL LAXA
Photo Editor
There wasn't an empty seat in the house
when this year's Orientation Advisors
(OA) took the stage for the annual OA

Cabaret.
The OA Cabaret, held in Pigott Auditorium last Friday, Sept 19, welcomed
severalhundred new freshman, as well

as a considerate

amount

of returning

students hoping to snag an empty seat or

an extra space to stand in the back
The OAs, who began training and preparing for this year's orientation last
Spring, spent long days in training and
cabaret rehearsals the week leading up
to freshman move-in day.
The OA Cabaret, a tradition of the
Seattle University New Student Orientation, is an annual show held the first
night of orientation.
The Cabaret is a show which consists
of many skits and dance numbers that

presentinformation that freshmen would
Another oldfavorite,"Celebrity Small
probably find helpful; for example, the Group," was updated to fit more with
public safety escort service.
current pop and media icons.
This year's Cabaret began with an
It has gone from featuring "members"
opening dance number that was wel- such as Eminem and Shakira, to this

olderCabaret skits from previous years,
such as the gender-reversal skit where
the OAs attempt to answer the question

year's portrayalsof 50Cent, Elle Woods
from Legally Blonde, and Frank "The
Tank" from Old School.
While keeping some of the older skits,
the OAs proved they had a creative and

"Did you ever wonder what it would be

original side with the addition of new

like if gender roles were switched?"

skits created to entertain and inform the
new students about campus and residence hall rules.
And, of course, no OA cabaret would
be complete without the many shame-

comed by loud applauseand cheers from

everyone. Skits included some of the

less plugs about the orientation dance
that SEAC held the following night.
Compared to previous years, the freshmen didn't seem to take to some of the
skits as in the past.
As always, it seemed that returning
students of SU found it more enjoyable,
probably because they actually knew
more of the peoplewho were up on stage.
Despite some lulls in the night, the
Cabaret was an overall hit due to the
energy and silliness of the performers,
and overall support from the crowd.
The Cabaret was an excellent outlet
for the OAs to exhibit their fun and offbeat personalities and contribute their
individual hidden talents, while at the
same time showing off a bit more of
themselves to their small group members.
OAs made an energetic impression on

newcoming students, and the OA Cabaret was a dazzling culmination of that
energy.
OA Cabaret performers wavedgoodbye to their audience last week.
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Check us out on the web: http://www.seattleu.edu/assu/index.htm

ASSU NEWS

"SEAC spot"

FALLELECTIONS

SEAC, the Student Events and Activities Council, is
looking for energetic, responsible, hardworking individuals to help plan, organize, publicize, and run
events!

If you are interested in becoming a part of ASSU, consider one of the following positions:
Commuter Representative(must be a commuter student)
Freshman Class Representative (must be a freshperson)

Positions available include: Coffeehouse chair,
Multicultural chair, Fundraising Chair, Study Break cochair, Films co-chair, Publicity co-chair, and Outreach
coordinator.

Transfer Representative(must be a transfer student)
At-Large Representative

For more info, please visit the ASSU office, located in the

More information is available by contacting Ann at
296-6047 or kellya@seatleu.edu.

Student Center Suite 360. You can alsocontact ScottPhillips
by phone or e-mail: 296-6050, phillips@seattleu.edu
Applications are due by October 3, 2003.

The next SEAC event is:
Thursday, October 2 COFFEEHOUSE
Come chill and listen to live music in the Hawk's Nest
Bistro (Student Center Ist floor) 7:30-10:00 p.m.

PLASMA SCREENS
Check out one of the newest editions to the SU campus.
Our generously donated plasma screen will soonoffer a wide
variety of interactive services,including: campus maps, info

about campus activities,contact information for Faculty and

Powered by SEAC

Staff, Lemeiux Library, and the 3rdfloor of engineering.
Plasma screens brought to youby ASSU with the help of

FIRST REPRESENTATIVEASSEMBLYMEETING

Komo4-Fischer Communications and the SU Law School.
If you are wondering what itis that ASSUdoes, you are

STUDENTSAVINGS CARD
Free to you, the new SU Student Savings Card gets you

welcome to come to our first meeting on Tues. Sept. 30th at 6:30

tons of discounts withlocal merchants, just bypresenting the

p.m. in the Student Center, room 130. Starting Oct. Bth the meetings

card. Cards are available all over campus, check at the Cam-

will be held every Weds, evening from 6:30-8:30.Meetings are

pus Assistance Center, the Bookstore, Registrar's Office, and

always open to everyone check theboard outsidethe ASSUoffice

the ASSU Office. Enjoy savings just for being a student at

for meeting locations.

SeattleUniversity!

Club Announcements
Check out KSUB online starting October Ist!
www.seattleu.edu/ksub
KSUB is currently looking for:

*
*

Webmaster

Production Manager

...And as always anyone interested in radio!

Please contact Jamie Ullrich if you're interested.
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ksubgm@seattleu.edu
Or stop by the Open House on October 16th from 6-9PM in the
station located in the basement of Campion Tower.

Check us out on the web: http://www.seattleu.edu/assu/index.htm

Marketplace
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100. For Sale
200 Help Wanted
300. Volunteers
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500. For Rent

The Spectator

STUDIO FOR RENT
Remodeled studio $550/per
month. 5 blocks from Seattle
University. Free Parking,
September Free. Call: (206)
324-5646.
For Classified AdPricing and
Information, Please contact
Melissa M.Erickson at (206)

Fax: (m)296-

Ph0ne:(206)296-6474

296-6474.

—

E-mail: adinfo@seattleu.edu

A.A. Lemieux Library
♥

Online:
http://www.scatllcu.edu/lc mlib/
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Hours: (2()(J)
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Circulation Services: C206) 2966233

We can help.

-

Earn $1,000
$2,000 for your
Student Group
in just 3 hours!

Multiple fundraisingoptions
available. No carwashes.
No raffles. Just success!
Fundraisingdates are filling
quickly. Get with the
programs that work!

Ocampus

Your Trusted Sourcefor College Fundrmsmg.

-

EXECUTIVE

EXTENDED
STAY
TheExecutive Extended Stay
Hotel offers great va/ue and
comfort that you deserve with
the location that you require.
Located just twoblocks from
Seattle University, our suites
offer generous living space
with fully equipped kitchens
and complimentary parking.
Special monthly rates
available for Seattle

University students.
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Call 1 (800) 906-6226 for
rates and availability.
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LSAT
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Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Sloven Klein, LSAT spo

Clalist. Fourteen years anil
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test,or how to teach
it. than Ido. That's why Istill
teach my own classes. That's
why you should cull mo.
My nine week course features

36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
piii c of $89.7
Ican answer any LSAT question let. me prove il. Call now
for a free seminar:
524-4915

Pregnant?
Need help?
call

Birthright
206-789-5676
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Editorial
An open letterfrom the

Clark should be next president
great disservice to nominate any

editor-in-chief

other candidate.
Clark will bring respect to the

oval office, restore the days when
children tuckedinto theirbeds could war on terrorism without foreign
dream of one day being president. help and support.
He believes that wemust balance
He willrestoremy faithin voters
and will restore a restless country our ideals with those of other nasquished under the weightconstitutionally and morally void Patriot
But also, heis not afraid tosay he

Readers,

We must leave a great deal of things behind us forever
as college students.
Childhood becomes a hazy memory as we try to assert
ourselves as young adults, squeeze enough financial aid
out ofthe University, learn to deal withcomplex relationships, and take our educations seriously.
We are charged with the responsibility of taking the
issues in the communities around us seriously too.
We are expected to have informed, well-reasoned, and
carefully articulated opinions on issues that arise each
day.
We are expected to think about a larger social scheme
andhow wemight fitintoit,orchange it.Indeed, wecome
to expect these things from ourselves.
Intelligent, clear-sighted journalism is fundamental to
the growth process studentsundergo on this campus each
year. At The Spectator we take our role in keeping you
informed on real issues affecting you very seriously. We
are committed to diverse, equal and accurate coverage of
communities and individuals at Seattle University.
In essence, The Spectator is a news organization dedicated to serving as a public forum, and reliable weekly
source of information throughout the year.
We embrace the first amendment freedoms our journalistic predecessors have fought hard to preserve, and our
contemporaries continue to defend. Yet we intend to
respect the ethical standards and responsibilities that
come with the job.
We value highly the open-minded social and academic
climate at Seattle University. As an addition to that
climate, we will work hard to see that it is upheld.

Sincerely,
Erica Terence
Editor-in-Chief
TheSpectator Editorial Board consists of Erica Terence,
KyleFord,andAustinBurton.Signedcommentariesreflect
the

opinions

of the authors and not

necessarily

of

the

Spectator, Seattle University or its student body.

JAMILA JOHNSON
Spectator columnist

Act.

All hail the next president,General Wesley Clark.
Perhapsitis tooearlysay this too
loudly, but for the first time in two
years this country is movingin the
right direction. As the country
moves, Seattle University students
should jump in and support a man

of intelligence and integrity on his
way to theNew Hampshire primaries and hopefully the oval office.
Clark servedin the US Army for
34 years. He reached the rank o
four-star general and served as a
NATO Supreme Allied Commander. As a decorated
Vietnam veteran and HBHH
first in his class at West
point, he has shown an

—
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doesn'tknow whathe thinks about

Istandbehind Clark, though, not anissue
just for his distinguished backHe is less likely tosidestep quesground and his recent support. I tions by changing the subject and
refuses to promisethingshe doesn't
also align well withhis politics.
In the week and a half since he think he can guarantee.
stoodbeforehis supporters inLittle
Thisis the type ofpresident that I
Rock and announced hisintentions grew up hearing about only as a
to run forpresident, Clarkhas made myth.
it known that heis notanother canThis is the man of integrity and
didateprepared to call republicans brains whoshould be leading us in
Satan and expectthat toget himinto this troubled time.
the satinsheetsofthe WhiteHouse.
But now SU students can have a
He is looking torunacampaign and role in realizing the future that isin
hopefully an administration differ- this country's best interest.
It comes down to SU showing
ently.
that theycare what

"
,
t
t
i
i
it
that
he
is
Clark has made known
,
<
.7
not another
candidate preparedJ to

extreme dedication past

j'j

that of merely sitting in
WW Shing
He is natura. born
leaderandisalsoademocrat whois not afraid of
the term liberal.
Clark was a Rhodes
scholar, and has an Ox-

r

±

call republicans Satan and expect
f^f fa °rr^ fam jjnf0 {fa saf{n gheetS
of the White House

ford degreeinphilosophy,politics
and economics.In other words,he
is everythingPresident George W.

Bush is not.
On Sept.20, theAssociatedPress
publishedpolling results that show
Clarkis more than justcompetitive.
Only a week after announcing his
candidacy, Clark is the leading
democrat in the polls and is just
behindPresident Bush, whoisstanding at a 51 percent approval rating
according the article.
In the polling,if voters were only
giventhe optionsof votingbetween
Bush and Clark, this was the finding: "In a matchup with Bush, 47
percent of voters backed the presi-

dent and 43 percentbacked Clark,"
the article said.

But Clarkstill must secureapresidentialnomination.AlthoughI
believe democrats would be doinga

S BATTLE

He is for strengthening family
values and military families.
In foreignandhomeland matters,
Clarkknows that we cannot win the

is happeningin this
country. Not ev-

eryone has tosupport Clark, and I
am pretty sure that
many don't.
Regardless of
which candidate

yousupport,I
urge
youto take action.
Students often sit
back and read the
"When I
say we'regoingto bring articles, follow the polls,battle out
people together,Imean all people, theissues in dorms, but don't actunot just democrats, but indepen- ally act on the information they
dents, and republicans, too. You'll glean from the media and camcome withus," Clark saidin frontof paigns.
an enthusiastic audienceof supportThose who support Clark, I
urge
ers duringhisannouncement ofcan- you to get involved.Visit the Studidacy Sept.17.
dents For Clark website
More concretely,Clark supports (www.studentsforclark.com) and
re-examining the Patriot Act and writeletters to the editor. (Not just
working torestore and protectcivil for The Seattle Times' "NEXT,"
liberties.
which makes it seem as though the
pro-choice
pro-affiropinions
He is
and
of students are so foreign
mative action. He publicly sup- from the generalpublic.)
ported the University of Michigan
Don't just say your support, but
Supreme Court decision.
make the2004 presidential election
He is staunch in his support of the time you take action. Action
environmentalpreservation and has towardGen. WesleyClark is action
been quoted speaking against the toward abetter tomorrow.
Alaskan drilling.
He is for sound economics andis Jamila Johnson is a senior
against the tax cuts of the Bush journalismmajor. Sendfeedback
tojamila@jamilajohnson.org
Administration.
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Severed ties with Americans, government
Now, the globalperception of us in whennoone else would, wehave
is that we are more aggressive and lost our standing. They know the
self-centered, exponentially more red, white and blue, but what it's
standing for is changing.
than in years past.
Isee this as a direct result ofour
Now they are worn differently,
government'scurrent implementa- the symbol of a different cowboy.
tion of international policy. The Theflag is becomingafashionstateaction; instantly altering the chat. I world's eyesdidnot seethedomes- ment ofpiracyand one-sideddomihad to explain myself or just be tic protestsand turmoil as they saw nation, a shirt they can't get ridof.
Experiencingthis phenomenain
the brute force on the road to
dismissed as a "stupid American."
Greece,
Ibeganthinkingabout what
Theconversation becomesan in- Baghdad, the ensuing power
vestment. It becomes a defensive struggle and the blatant disregard democracy means. A concept and
word of Greek origins, from
endeavor insteadof a treat.
of theinternational community.
—
Peoplethink theAmerican people demos meaning a group of
One must make a poignantspeech
people— and kratos, meaning
explaining the difference between wantedthis.
the American people and the govOn Sept. 12, 2001, France's Le power.
The idea,created inancient Athernment ("It is our government do- Monde proclaimed, "We are all
ingthese things;we the peopledon't Americansnow." But now theyand ens, simply means power to the
endorse or support these things"). many others are distancing them- people. This concept originally
Ifelt compelled to explain the' selves from the decisions of our helped spawn American government.
detachment of thecitizen ("Hedidn t government.
evenget the popular vote").
This shift got me thinking about
Britons are thrust into alliance,
Thisshifts theconversation to po- thoughseemingly laden withdissi- the importance of voting and havlitical ideologyand the role of gov- dence. Belgians, Spaniards, and ing a governmentthat works forall
ernment, instead of the fun-based Germansdo not support our activi- of the people.Thisis as fundamentally important now as it was in
international chit-chat that brings ties.
people together. This situation is
1776. This America has amazing
People are afraid.
Yugoslavia,
potential
theformer
where
and it is intrinsically a
robbingpeople of thechance tosimIn
ply try and get to know new people Americans were warmlywelcomed proud and dynamic land,but one in
as people.
with open arms for boldly stepping needof appropriateleadership. We

could onlybe skirted tactfully for so
long. The "Ohhhhhh....you're an
American" wasinescapable. Boom,
everything changes, and more so
than everbefore.
Admitting to being an American
elicits a more potent and severere-

MEGAN LEE
Spectator Columnist
Over summer break Ispentsome
time in Europe,experiencing new
lands as well as ones Ihad visited
before.
But this year something was different.It was glaringly obvious that

the perception of theAmerican person has changed drastically.More
than everpeople hate vs you and
me justbecauseofdecisions made
by our government.
When talking to peoplefrom all
corners of the globe, and the conversation turned to the inevitable,
"So. .whereare you from?" There
was a roadblock. People wanted a
place, a country. And this issue

—

—

.

need representative government
acting on behalf of the all people
and building good relations.
If weas countryareaworldleader,
we must think about where weare
leading the world.
We need a government that will
lead us in that direction. Each vote
determinesthis.The Declaration of
Independence granted the right to
life, liberty,and the pursuit of happiness and this is what we need to
bring to the world. Not coerced

democracy, bombs,special interest
anddomination.We need a governthat will use our resources
thoughtfully and with the long-term
future in mind, building a society
rooted in promoting more genuine
ment

and competitive elections and political processes.
Theelection yearis coming. We
need representativegovernment to
empower the people and build a
strong republic for us. to represent
us both at home and abroad.
MeganLeeisaseniorjournalism
major. Send feedback to
leems@seattleu.edu

SU takes charge Storm, war coverage foggy
with recycling
SU's success has beenbuilt on the
back of their recycling program.In
2001-02, SU recycled 61 percent of
its potential garbage. This comes
from paper, pop cans and beer
bottles, but also printer ink cartridges, computer parts and old furniture. Composting is super-recycling. And it all saves money.

SU's
KEVIN UHL

newest

buildings, the Stu-

dent Center and Student Pavilion,
werebuiltand remodeled in anenvironmentally safe way as addressed
by the US Green Builders Council.
The USGBC's Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED)sets a standardforenviron-

SpectatorColumnist
Seattle University recentlystarted
compostingoncampus.Thismakes
SU the first urban campus in the
country to do so. Thisprocesscontinues SU's commitment to the en- mentally responsible organizations
vironment,muchofwhich goes un- to follow, whichSU has done.
noticed by students and helps the
The Student Center's big windowsaren'ta waste, thegreen furniUniversity win multipleawards.
Most recently SU received the ture servesa purpose and the showU.S. Environmental Protection ersare not weird.Thewindowshelp
Agency's Waste Wise Award for promoteproductivity and the green
the fifth year in arow.Only a few chairs are made from recycled mauniversitiesperyear are among this terial.The showers encourage stuelite group. With composting, SU dents to find other ways to campus
looks to extend this record. The without using a car.
Waste Wise awards are in addition
The composting facility came as
response
toLEEDrequirements.As
to the Governor's Award and
a way toreceiveaninnovation credit,
Seattle's BEST awards.

Composting takes place beside
the Seaport Building on 13th Av-

enuebetweenColumbia andCherry.
Food wastefromBon Appetit,wood
chips from Grounds and waxcardboardmakeupthiscomposting concoction. This saves one ton of food
waste per week from being transported toan off-site compost facil-

ity SU had contracted with to use.
This saves studentsmoney.
Furthermore, composting promotes healthy gardens on campus.
Byusing compost,SU saves money
on fertilizers,promoteswildlife and
sets thetrend forothers tofollow. In
time, SU hopes to use excesscompost to trade withlocal farmers for

organicproduce.

SU accommodated for composting.
SU did not lead the way in having
the first LEED building or the first
composting facility. However, no
other university can claim urban
composting before SU. Most universities with composting are agricultural schools in the rural areas.
SUplays its part.The University
is an environmental leader which
promotesrecycling.SUlowers costs
by composting and promotes studenthealth.So remember, the next
time youhave a plastic bottlein your
hand, recycle. It helps the earthand
saves you money.

KevinUhlis a juniorEcological
Studies major. Sendfeedback to
uhlk@seattleu.edu

Franklin and McKinley. It's a disaster strikes.Last Friday, I
saw
money thing.Ratings andadvertis- CNN's tiny female reporter, no
ingdollars areat stake in theprofes- bigger than 120 pounds, barely
sional news media.
able tostand againstthe windand
Being there. Live. Television nearlycrumbling under raindrops
news media has been stuck on the like they were paintballpellets.
can remember,
If that wasn't enough, you
conceptever since I
and ithas gotten worse in that short couldn't evenhear what she was
time. Where they used to have field saying most of the time. What's
the point of sending someone out
reportersonly at important, timely
events, now they're everywhere, to read impressive windvelocity
Austin Burton
even when they don't need to or and precipitation statistics when
they sound likeDarth Vader tryshouldn't be.
Opinion Editor
Iknew the hurricane was comWeather is one example. War is ing to shout over a vacuum
cleaner?
ing. You knew the hurricane was another.
Granted, in several cases,a vicoming. Everyone who watched
When thisyear's warinIraqbroke
television, read the newspaper or out, the local media made sure to sual aid is necessary or at least
listened to AMradiolastweek knew provide the public with a list of helpful ona newsprogram.
the hurricane was coming. And whom each station or newspaper
Even in some cases where it
when Hurricane Isabel came, had flown to Iraqtocover the event. isn't, the same thought process
smashing through the Atlantic
Never mind that aside from pic- that makes us want to look at car
a
rock
a
through
Coast like
band
tures and videotape, there aren't wrecks makes us want to see the
room,
many
anyone
goodreasons to get so close area whereabody was found,dichotel
was there
who
didn't know what it was going to tosuch a violentsituation. Thegov- tating that the news team get a
look like? We've all seen inclem- ernment would not let the media visual
' shot.
ent weatherbefore.
report everything they saw, anyIm sure manypeople wantedto
So why in the name of Harry way.
seeHurricaneIsabel's wrath firstWappler did every news show in
The stations andpublications are hand,orsee whatit waslikeonthe
the country feel the need to put a putting their employees' lives at ground in Iraq. That was why in
reporteron the scene and show us risk for noreason other than prov- almost every Isabel report, you
the not-so-groundbreaking foot- ing they were there.Live.
could see adventurous citizens
age?
It's an image thing, too. News goingtoward the storm. (Someof
If you didn't see poor Al Roker stations andpublications are incom- them wearing shorts!)
getting blown around by the wind petition witheach other for viewButinstead of theoldethics and
and soaked by the rain on NBC's ers,readers and advertising dollars. responsibilties of journalism
Today, surely you saw someone Each company wants its audience speech,I'dlike for someone to be
from CNN, MSNBC,CBS, ABC, to believe they are not afraid of real and mention the money and
BBC or CBUT suffering the same anything, that nothing stops them image factors.
Either way, common sense inbeat-down from the elements.
from getting the big stories.
There they were, professional
A money-maker, no doubt, but is dicatesthat riskingsomeone'slife
journalists and meteorologists, itnecessary? And does it evenpro- or health isn't worth any profesblowing around like windsocks duce goodjournalism?
sional code of ethics, unless that
while retaining more water than
Most of the field reportersIsaw person in the line of fire (or water
Sponge Bob Square Pants. These in Iraq seemed to be saying the or wind)is justgung-ho andraring
are people whohaveachieved suc- same things as everyother reporter, to go.
cessin theirprofession,people who seeing as they were limitedbymiliAnd ifno one volunteers,those
went tocollege. Atsome pointthey tary spokespersons.
shorts-wearing stormchasers can
Many of the reporters looked always do the reporting.
must have asked themselves, Why
standing in the middle of a more worried than anything, or just
am I
naturaldisaster?
exhaustedfrom aday spent compil- Austin Burton is a senior
As always,theanswer has a lot to ing news thatcouldhavebeencom- journalism major. Send
do with men named Washington, piled in the studio.
feedback to burtonalO
Lincoln,Hamilton,Jackson,Grant,
It'sthe same story whennatural seattleu.edu
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—
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Footnotes

Orientation advisors rehearse their Cabaret before performing itfor freshmen.

Students released
into college habitat
Hundreds of new students transition
to college life during past week

Photo by AbbyLaxa

Sarah Hillebrand checks in at Seattle University.

Andrew Eastman observes the academic day convo-

Cono Pierce gets a photograph for his campus card.

